Visual Solutions

Creating an immersive experience at the
Calem Bodega museum
The Calem Bodega in Vila Nova de Gaia (Portugal) has created
an immersive space which explores the story of wine through all
five senses.
Client - Calem Bodegas
Location - Vila Nova de Gaia, Oporto, Portugal
Products Supplied - TH-65EF1, TH-55LFE8, TH-98LQ70
Challenge
Creating an unforgettable cultural
experience with good quality and reliable
equipment that is tolerant of varying
temperature conditions and light levels.

Solution
The installation uses PT-RZ970 laser
projectors, and the compact PT- RZ670
and PT-RZ470 projectors. The screens
include a TH-98LQ70 display and the TH65EF1 and TH-55LFE8 LED screens. The
TH-55LFV videowalls are also used.

"We have revolutionised the
way in which the history of the
bodega can be understood,
and aroused great interest
among local people and
tourists, with visitor numbers
increasing since the
installation was created."

Vasco Santos- CMO of
Eacute sistemas
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The full system consists of equipment from six Panasonic models. 10 PT-RZ970 laser
projectors, which are outstanding for their durability, allow the museum to remain open
all day long. There are also PT- RZ670 and PT-RZ470 projectors, both chosen from a
compact range which produces surprisingly bright images. They deliver a powerful visual
effect.

"This is a new space which showcases
the technology's potential to create an
unforgettable cultural experience."
In regards to screens, a TH-98LQ70 display has the robustness needed for the cellar
environment to withstand impact while minimising problems. While one TH-65EF1 display
and two TH-55LFE8 are stylish LED displays, providing the most intuitive connectivity and
usability needed to support the installation of the immersive museum experience.
The videowall consists of four TH-55LFV displays, forming a giant, frameless screen with
extremely fine settings and deliver the expansive effect needed for the visual sensation.
Colour, brightness and other display settings allow the images to be customised to provide
the effects best suited to the environment.
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